V iewpoint

The big-bang of self-actualization
in the era of ‘Homo Digitalis’:
The constantly assisted experience of the digitally empowered consumer
opens new horizons for self-expression through client-driven design. On the
dark side, it could numb the capacity of independent thought and increase
the incidence of manipulation amongst vulnerable individuals

W

hether you twitter or not, whether
you post pictures, blog, study,
watch the news, shop or date online, whether you are a developer dreaming
to land at the stock exchange with your app
in the making, or a nostalgic fan of print and
vinyl, chances are you are part of today’s
hybrid community, a globe-spanning network of individuals and objects populating a
densely interconnected, mobile society in its
physical and digital dimensions..
After decades of mutation, we eventually
transitioned for good into the era of Homo
Digitalis. The envisioned scenario of man-tomachine and machine-to-machine communications has taken shape. Integrated circuits
broke out of their once typical desktop, lap-
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top or palmtop configurations. Intelligence
spread across the environment we live in, as
a growing layer coloring our surroundings.
Our habitat changed. The barriers between
the physical and digital dimensions blurred.
Borders faded.
As a consequence, our hyper-connected society is already empowered beyond the typical limits of space and time it was once confined to. Information is now shared instantly
and globe-spanning supply chains have
become dramatically more efficient. Effort
and elapsed time in delivery of products and
services have dropped to the lowest levels
in history.

An irreversible event
For the time being, there is no turning back:
digital natives no longer have the choice to
grow up simply as a Sapiens Sapiens. Inclusion in the digital dimension is now aspired
to as a desirable status and increasingly facilitated for most human beings. But as far
as we know, it is also an irreversible event.
Once joined, one becomes part of the game.
No matter how actively we contribute to
designing and protecting our digital persona
from abuse, there is no way to control, manage and dispose of it as we typically did with
our physical attributes, such as an aching
tooth. Our digital record is a living profile,
by and large collectively drafted by those
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– humans, organizations or just algorithms
– whom we interact with, or who happen
to learn about us in the real or the digital
worlds. It is our digital expression as individuals, but we cannot own it and we are
simply not its master.
As digitization is likely to progress even
faster, our digital attributes are not only
destined to stick around as a digital shadow.
They are likely to be expanded and elaborated on more in detail. Because no matter
who he is, where he lives and what he does,
Homo Digitalis is called to contribute to the
digital economy. Or – if you look at things
from just a little bit closer – exactly because
of who he is, where he lives and what he
does.

Breaking the boundaries
Things were different when there was just
the physical dimension. Self-expression of
the individual certainly evolved since we
left the Neanderthal caves, the biggest
milestones being our learning to speak,
write, print and disseminate information
universally.
Nonetheless, it remained confined to the
limits of bricks and mortar. To determine a
seamless and spontaneous adaptation of
the environment to an individual’s inclinations or profile, one had to be a king, or at
least something similar. Most of the time,
humanity exercised its renowned skill for
adaptation and history was written by and
large without people being acknowledged
individually. They would live and die without having any relevant impact on the environment beyond their individual use of
resources, with the deriving positive or
negative contribution to collective wealth,
and the transmission of their DNA.

Expanding the horizon of
self-expression
This scenario was to be disrupted in recent years. It was not industrialization that
drove change. While uplifting major segments of the world’s population by making
products more affordable it brought about
economic growth with the “one model fits
all” paradigm, one that still gives a meaningful contribution to the progressive dewww.sustainabledevelopmentmagazine.com

Smart living: whoever addresses today’s consumer as an active or potential client should be able to
assist him in envisaging what he wants and in making his decisions

mocratization of prosperity in developing
regions. At least for as long as the market’s appetite can be fed to saturation with
standard products and services.
Everything changed at once, at the turn of
the 21st century. With the rise of digital,
a parallel reality started coexisting with
the one we inhabited so far. Information
was democratized, creating new potential
around the persons and objects populating the physical world. It was redesigned
to reach individuals, machines and items
on a global scale, as a new and extremely
convenient resource made available via
highly efficient delivery channels. Information platforms became more and more
intelligent and capable of feeding from the
digital primordial swamp. With the rise of
automatic data collection, volumes of digital matter started being generated at ever
higher speed, immersing the new digital
world in a Panthalassa of unstructured data.
This rising ocean of Big Data is destined
to feed further information into our society’s intelligent systems and is governed by
forces that are still to form a predictable
dynamic of stable streams.

The big bang of selfexpression
Perceived as pivotal issues in light of societal progress in the era of Internet, the
digital divide and the identity divide were
soon addressed and individuals became

connected to the new dimension via digital identities. It is at that point that a new
big bang deflagrated. Once confined to the
laws of bricks and mortar, the intimate
world of “me, myself and I”, blew into
bits and bytes of personal information,
scattered into the new interconnected
universe. Humans evolved into a digitally
empowered species and started experiencing an augmented, assisted reality in their
real lives. That time was just yesterday, but
it seems that ages have passed since, the
deriving transformations happening at the
speed of light.
Today we live in the new era of ‘me’ , under an intelligent sky mirroring each individual’s aspirations and dreams, disclosing
an horizon of unprecedented opportunities.
Never before did the unfiltered expression
of who we are individually, what we like and
how we feel at the present moment in time
have such a direct and far reaching impact.
We are actually empowered to determine
how information is shaped, products are
designed and services are issued to us. By
and large we feel that customization based
on our digital profile acts in our best interest and we actually give it for granted.
As members of the digital economy, we
learned to nurture high expectations. Whoever addresses us as an active or potential
clients should be able to automatically exercise some capability of interpretation of
whom we are, how we feel and what we
want. We will reward only those who supwww.id-world-magazine.com
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port us in our wish to exercise easy and informed decisions in the exact direction our
inclinations lead us to. We got used to living
in an intelligent, adaptive and user-friendly
environment.

An expanding universe
As the experience and aspirations of huge
segments of the world’s population move
upwards in Maslow’s pyramid of human
needs, clients become ever more demanding and spoilt. Personalization is what
opens new avenues of growth, with businesses big and small turning to the model
of “what suits the ‘me’ best”.
Our digital society progressively empowers the mass market customer already
crowned as king and dictator of consumerism even further. Delivery models are redesigned to delight him individually by interpreting and even anticipating his needs and
wishes. Data intelligence is applied to the
one-to-many and then the many-to-many
relational platforms supporting interaction
with and among clients.
Everything has become more personal, as
part of a trend that sees the once private
world of consumers become the new stage
of the market’s reality show. Fine-tuning of
the service offering to the detail of the individual client addressed has become the
de facto standard for any business, wher-

ever assistance is requested or offered.
Custom design products have become the
new frontier of personal expression, defining new standards with respect to anything
from between a holiday and the latest consumer electronics item, whether commoditized or high-end as a must-have handbag
or car.

Empowered customers
Automated personalized interaction paved
the way for the acceptance of self-service,
soon to be a continuous process mixing the
online and in-store experience between
check-in and check-out, ‘sold’ to the client as if it acted only in his interest. We
grew accustomed to an augmented reality in the isles of our supermarket and to
picking-up products purchased online in the
shop nearby. We spontaneously inform the
system of who we are and what we want,
giving for granted that this will get us the
things we prefer. Today, with soon more
selfies taken than snapshots of what we
see, the world of ‘me’ is exposed, embellished, augmented, shared and given away
for good, just as much as the product information released by suppliers we once
sought for anonymously.
Now, individual consumers seamlessly advertise who they are to the global industry,
just as individual products were traditionally promoted to the mass market. With the

With the rise of automatic data collection, volumes of digital matter started being generated at ever
higher speed, immersing the new digital world in a Panthalassa of unstructured data

support of digital platforms, everything revolves around who each and every person
actually is at a given moment in time; dynamic supply chains form around how that
individual ‘me’ feels and behaves, and how
he is likely to feel and behave next. Each
and every one of us seems to blast a big
bang of modifications into the scenario we
live in, like a supernova at the center of an
expanding, self-determined universe.

‘I don’t need to think’,
therefore I am
Emerging phenomena such as ‘consumerization’ are defining the path currently
taken by innovation in light of the centricity gained by the individual as we know him
in his personal life. Today, the one who is
equipped with the latest and best of technologies is no longer the researcher in the
lab, the top manager at his desk, or the
military in action. It is any remotely located and unknown – even-though all but
anonymous – owner of a smart phone. The
individual consumer, the private citizen,
this is whom the Digital Economy strives
to engage, empower and influence. Around
him, services are designed and infrastructure is built. He is grated direct access to
more information and intelligence than Bill
Clinton during his tenure as President of
the United States of America.
Supporting this trend, the latest generation
of computational devices are conceived in
the form of intimately personal and ever
smarter extensions to his intrinsic capabilities to communicate and transact. Computers, phones, TVs, cards and many other
sorts of keys and tokens become ever more
intelligent, ergonomic and user-friendly
relational tools, creating seamless and
unambiguous links between the individual
consumer and the objects or people he interacts with.
With the blurring of the barriers between
the physical and digital worlds, with people-to-object, machine-to-machine and
item-to-item connectivity, all these elements progressively converge within a
universal system for bidirectional chains of
communications, created to transform the
individual’s public, private and professional
life in light of a constantly assisted experience. In this context, his choices are driven
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and his thoughts are shaped dynamically
by exposure to a massively self-appeasing
experience.

Data, more data, big data
In this intelligent ambient, digital technologies support an ever more refined
adaptation of the environment we live
in. All while exposing us to the possibility of intrusive monitoring, bits and bites
of personal information constantly enrich
our individual behavioral profiles echoed
and mirrored throughout the Net, influencing the counterparts we engage with.
The predictive analysis of our behavioral
pattern generates proactive adaptation of
information and proposals we are exposed
to. Of course we are offered an all-new
wealth of tailor-made opportunities and
unprecedented richness in choice in light
of our attributes and aspirations. But all
these beautifully effective things happen
in order to drive our choices.
In the expanding universe of information
available, individuals are exposed to an
unprecedented threat. While allowing the
consumer to take informed and digitallyassisted decisions, the environment is
tainted with the color of his inclinations,
transforming each glance into the sky into
a look in the mirror. This mirror reads and
anticipates the needs and expectations of
each person enrolled, but the system expresses just as strong a determinaton on
the individual: you become what you see
as your augmented reflection.

The liberty of free will
The infrastructure monitoring and serving today’s Homo Digitalis works and it is
supposed to work even better as it gets
refined along the way. On the bright side,
we feel less alone, since we are part of a
world that listens to us and connects us
to the people we can best relate to, the
objects we aspire to have and the experiences we want to live. On the dark side,
the same infrastructure will be leveraged
by all sorts of organizations, in our interest
and not. It will be used in the context of
legality and progress, but also for destructive purposes.
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The establishment of massive data banks, exponential growth of computational power and speed-up in
calculation time can generate a new behavioral regime in our computer-oriented society

By now, even terrorist organizations leverage profiling and reach out to select individuals to affiliate them to the system by
massaging their ego in the personalized
manners typical in the era of ‘me’.
Our society needs to be protected by potential threats coming from criminal organizations, sects, propaganda, ignorant and
fanatical brainwashing. We must counterbalance the system with a cultural revolution aimed at nurturing the individual’s
ability to sort things out on his own, to take
independent decisions and make unimpeded choices – in other words to exercise
“free will”, as we always aspired to since
Adam and Eve.
This is where we stand today as hyper-connected and socially hyperactive members
of the digital society. What is at stake is
one of the liberties our civilization distilled
among its prime aspirations, addressed by
legislation to be protected as a fundamental right. The right to decide intelligently
and without undue influence..

ic outlook of the digital revolution is bringing together the smart cities vision and the
idea of industry 4.0, as pieces of the same
puzzle once drafted by those anticipating
that intelligence, connectivity and identification would become ubiquitous.
But now we are poised to start a new chapter in the book of eHistory. The frontline
of contemporary processing capacity constantly advances, particularly with regard
to speed of calculation, which can take
place at speeds of nanoseconds. Devices
are becoming ever more intelligent. Will
they remain extensions of our capabilities
– tools, under our control? Far from simply generating faster versions of existing
behaviour, this exponential growth of computational power and speed-up in calculation time can generate a new behavioural
regime as humans lose the ability to intervene in real time or express free will.
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What next?
We are on the verge of a new era of data
intelligence. Society’s techno-social systems are becoming ever faster and more
computer-oriented. Today the kaleidoscopwww.id-world-magazine.com
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